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The Art Of Going Down
For centuries, human beings grew food and fiber crops without any chemical fertilizers or pesticides. Farmers learned to rotate crops and regenerate the soil with microbes. Humanity had no choice but ...
Regenerative Farming In Cannabis/Hemp: The New Art Of A Lost Science
I think art, like sports, has this ability to break down barriers and pull people together around something that’s exciting,” said one organizer.
Like CowParade, Parade of Hearts will blanket Kansas City with public art sculptures
An art installation situated on the facade of an Austrian cliff beside a waterfall will be taken down in September after complaints by hikers that it ruined the view for locals and tourists at the ...
Hikers Upset With Art Installation on Side of Austrian Cliff
Lucy Dacus kicked off her album Historian with a startling admission: “The first time I tasted somebody else’s spit, I had a coughing fit.” That line was followed by six minutes of eviscerating lyrics ...
Lucy Dacus’ ‘Home Video’ Plays Like a Brilliant Coming of Age Memoir
Featured as the June 2018 issue cover story, Brendon Urie went on a deep dive into Panic! At The Disco’s sixth studio album ‘Pray For The Wicked’.
Brendon Urie breaks down Panic! At The Disco’s ‘Pray For The Wicked’ era
Ice-harvesting was also a major industry here; ice cut from Hudson River was transported to the ice boxes of New York City until the 1950s. In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, the area became a ...
Deciding fate of graffiti art at new Hudson Cliffs State Park
The School of the Art Institute of Chicago scored a huge success in 1988 when they combined art with recreation by creating Par Excellence, a mini golf course composed of holes designed by artists.
Elmhurst Art Museum redoes popular 80s Par Excellence exhibit/mini-golf course
Former The New York Times Magazine photography critic Teju Cole curates a collection of images that draws parallels between the past and present challenges faced by Americans. For his first major ...
“Go Down Moses”
The very first season of RuPaul’s Drag Race Down Under, the latest entry in the drag oligarch’s global expansion, has just crowned its very first winner in the form of New Zealand’s Kita Mean, the ...
RuPaul's Drag Race Down Under Winner Kita Mean On Waking Up an International Star: 'I Can't Comprehend How It's Reality At All'
People don’t think about hair as an art form, but it is. It changes people’s feelings, changes people’s looks. ...
Glorying in the Art of Hair
The storage facility of the Cranbrook Academy of Art, in the unlikely enclave of Bloomfield Hills, Mich., is a treasure trove of iconic objects.
The Story of Modern Art and Design, Housed in a Suburban Detroit Basement
Stocks aren't the only investment that's in high demand. Investors are looking for new ways to earn money, and they're betting big on alternative investments.
From Crypto Art to Sports Memorabilia: The Rise of Risky Alt Investing
The Association of Art Museum Curators is creating an alliance to provide a network of support that largely hasn’t existed ...
An Effort to Keep Art Curators of Color in the Field
All this week we will be spotlighting the growing city of Somerset. The downtown area has seen an influx of new shops and restaurants over the past decade. You may not be able to hear the buzz of the ...
Spotlight on Somerset: Showcasing the city of Somerset through art
Now, the Western world is following suit, shutting down anything that involves being ... And that means as of 5pm Eastern time, Broadway will go dark. – The Met, the Metropolitan Opera and ...
Coronavirus Closures: Here’s All the Art, Music, Sports Going Dark
One year after devastating fires and unprecedented evacuations, more is being done to catch fires as they spark.
Wildfire Cameras Going Online To Spot First Signs Of Flames
The trajectory of Documenta, a once-every-five-years exhibition that carries huge weight in the contemporary art world, is highlighted in a new display in Berlin.
This Show Sets the Direction of Art. Its Past Mirrored a Changing World.
"I thought things like art fairs might go down the pan. That was what I meant at the time," he said on Tuesday. "I thought there were certain aspects of cultural life that were probably bloated ...
Grayson Perry: Bloated bits of art world could go down the pan... maybe that includes me
On June 18 and 19 the Chalk Art Festival will be happening at The Gateway. Close to 100 artists, all of them local, will create vibrant chalk murals up and down the streets. While you enjoy the ...
The Chalk Art Festival features close to 100 local artists who create vibrant murals up and down the streets of The Gateway
12 down, as the most recently cleaned and repaired panel goes back on the wall of the Long Gallery at Hardwick Hall where they have hung since 1592, and one to go now on its way to the workshop.
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